
 

Legendary composer, conductor and instrumentalist Grayhawk allows the listener to witness a 

rare form of Universal Magic on his latest release Voice of the Ancestors. The fusion of flutes, 

concert harp, Asian and middle-eastern instruments with a choir of multilingual voices conjures 

up miracles of the peoples of the past that are destined to effect the dreams of our future.  The 

eight emotionally-rich world-new age tracks are reverent, masterful, and replete with bliss. 
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Since 1991 American keyboardist, composer, and visionary Grayhawk has 

been at the forefront of World/New Age/meditative music stage. He began 

his career with notables such as David Darling and Paul Horn and continues 

to this day to augment the kind of music that is thought provoking, reflective, 

and in many instances, magical. His latest offering, Voice of the Ancestors 

is a homage to our elders from around the planet whose voices are as strong 

and poignant today as they were a thousand years ago. Grayhawk’s album is 

eight tracks of World-New Age music with driving rhythms and clear, inspiring lyrics whose 

messages should be heeded before it is too late. Synthesizer, flute, harp, ethnic instruments, 

dynamic vocals, and a lengthy cast of musicians make this recording exceptional. 

Transcendent Soul is the opening track and what a beautiful piece it is. Soulful and harmonious, 

it is a celebration of a rebirth on a plane that is beyond the ken of mortal man. It is the joy of 

spirit and the commemoration that the journey has just begun for an unfettered soul. South 

African flutist Wouter Kellerman adds his astonishing talents to the spiritual journey. This track 

alone is worth having the album.  

The dan bau, played by Hai Phuong, is used to enhance the sense of drifting in a sea of souls on 

the track The Banteay Srei Temple. There are not many places more holy or more mysterious 

than Angkor Wat where this temple is found. This tune is serene in the way praying is for the 

sinner. There is a certain kind of peace to be had with the knowledge that your soul is brighter 

than sunlight and more peaceful than sleep.   



Electronics pay a visit as does rattles, drums, and voice in the title tune Voice of the Ancestors. 

New world join forces with the Old. There are several long cuts on the album and this is one of 

them. The music gets you swaying and contemplating and never gets too long for enjoyment. 

Windwalker and Randy Crenshaw’s soft vocals are calming and the music of ambient guitarist 

David Vito Gregoli is subtle as is the revisit by Kellerman’s flute. This is a complicated piece of 

music that satisfies on many levels.   

The longest cut on Voices of the Ancestors is one called Peace Prayer featuring the voices of 

Ofir Engel, Darlene Koldenhoven, and Bahman Mojallal. This is an intricate experience. I 

call it experience because it is much more than just a song. Although many beliefs systems are 

incorporated in this singular tune, it allows the listener to invoke their own reverences. The 

central theme, however, man’s search for peace on every level, is a universal principle and the 

voices on this recording bring our thoughts and prayers together. This particular cut has three 

variations, all of them respectful entreaties.  

Asian, Native American, and world themes come together on the track Ambient Meditation. 

Windwalker’s Native flute, Hai Phuong’s dan trahn and dan bau, and Brad Dutz’ 

improvisational percussion coalesces into an introspective excursion. Images form, float by and 

dissipate as quickly as they are formed in your mind. It is easy to get lost in this atmospheric 

creation.  

The Voice of the Ancestors have been whispering to us all along and it is our responsibility to 

listen carefully to what they say. They ask us to honor the Goddesses and Gods. They pray we 

will take care of our world. They ask us to treat others with respect and kindness. Through his 

music and song Grayhawk reminds us of these simple words. Our actions dictate all. I liked 

every track on the Voices of the Ancestors. Every note was soothing, every instrument 

harmonious with the next. This is the power of great music. I highly recommend this album for 

its pensive, melodious qualities and powerful message.    


